JUST IMAGINE... accessing places that no other vehicle can reach. Whether you're trying to traverse snow, rapids, shallow or marshy areas, a hovercraft can get you there. Need to cross tidal areas or ice to get to your island? Think hovercraft. Need to save the life of someone who has fallen through the ice or is trapped by flood waters without becoming a victim yourself? A Neoteric hovercraft is your safest bet, and you don't even need a dock. Designed by the most experienced engineers in the business, Neoteric hovercraft outperform the competition in reliability, maneuverability and quality of construction. Whether it's for work or play, contact us so that we can help you plan how to dominate your terrain.

Not Just Another Personal Hovercraft

MODEL 8613 Gator with Cabin (part 9310)

MODEL 6115 with Cabin (part 1964)

MODEL 6116 without Reverse Thrust System

MODEL 5854 With Standard Windshield (part 3717)

MODEL 5590 Hovercraft Ride in Canada

MODEL 7600 Golf Cart

ONE PERSON LOADING

THE ONLY HOVERCRAFT IN THE WORLD THAT CAN ACCELERATE OVER HUMP IN REVERSE (25 mile/hr)

WWW.NeotericHovercraft.COM
You Can Choose From More Than 70 Options and Accessories